Traffic management centers (TMCs) collect real-time traffic data from the field and have powerful databases for analysis, recording, and archiving of the data. TMCs provide a variety services to the public, from real-time traffic information to historical data for planning and design purposes. However, a limitation of the current surveillance systems used by TMCs is that they provide only traffic data that represent traffic operational efficiency, such as traffic volume, speed, occupancy, and travel time. The authors see a valuable opportunity to devise a novel surveillance system that enables provision of measurements of traffic safety. The question of whether safety-related measures are obtainable in real time arises. Safetyrelated measures are able to define certain situations that have a higher potential for a crash.
hazardous. The inputs of the algorithm are acceleration and angular velocity data obtained from the accelerometer and gyro sensor in equipped vehicles. The second component is a method to derive a set of crash risks on the basis of the analysis of the hazardous events detected. An analytical hierarchical procedure (AHP) was adopted to assign weighting values to each hazardous event to quantify the level of crash risk. The last component is a graphical user interface that the authors developed for real-time and historical data monitoring. Useful functions of the user interfaces are introduced, and a feasible potential application is discussed. To the authors' knowledge, the proposed methodology, including the development of the risk index incorporating expert judgment and its implementation in the field, have not been previously reported in the literature.
The proposed system was implemented in the field. A 6-km stretch of highway in the city of Namyangju in South Korea was equipped with roadside equipment (RSE) for VTI wireless communications and infrastructure-to-TMC (ITC) wire communications. A total of 50 probe vehicles were also equipped with onboard units (OBU) that enable the detection of hazardous events and that transmit the detected events to RSEs. Namyangju's TMC has a server to collect HDE data from RSEs in real time and software to derive crash risk indices on the basis of the analysis of hazardous events. Some lessons learned from this field implementation are also discussed in this report.
The methodology and field implementation presented in this report have potential value to help highway traffic agencies monitor and evaluate traffic streams for traffic safety. The proposed system is expected to be effective as a means to support the development of various traffic information control strategies to enhance traffic safety on highways.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. The next section introduces the overall framework for the proposed system and the data-processing procedure. The methodology, including data collection, a method to detect HDEs, and a method to derive a safety index on the basis of the events detected, is then described. Next, a field implementation of the proposed system is presented. Lastly, conclusions, future research directions, and limitations associated with this study are discussed.
FRAMEWORK FOR HEAVEN
One of the dominant factors affecting crash occurrences is inattentive and careless driving behavior caused by severe aggressiveness, driving while drowsy, driving while intoxicated, and use of a cell phone while driving, among other causes. This study defines HDEs to be the abnormal maneuvers of a single vehicle that may imminently lead to the need for evasive maneuvers, such as sudden deceleration or lane changes. Among possible hazardous events, this study focuses on three events that are highly associated with crash occurrences: abrupt deceleration, lane changes, and zigzag driving.
The basic concept of the proposed system is detection of hazardous events by an OBU installed in a vehicle. When an equipped vehicle makes HDEs, as defined in this study, the event data are delivered to a TMC server through VTX wireless communication environments. Software at the TMC processes event data to provide TMC operators with information useful for identification of the level of crash risk. An operator in the TMC is then able to identify the frequency and type of hazardous events that occurred on a certain section of highway. The proposed system consists of three components: advanced OBUs, RSE, and TMC software. Figure 1 shows the overall framework of the proposed system and a procedure for processing of data sent from an equipped vehicle to the TMC server.
An advanced OBU has in-vehicle sensors and a wireless communication unit for VTV and VTI communication. The in-vehicle sensors used in this study are accelerometers, gyro sensors, and GPS receivers. The magnitude of acceleration forward and backward is obtained from an accelerometer and can be used to detect abrupt deceleration. Both abrupt lane changes and zigzag driving can also be identified by analysis of data on the change in the lateral angular velocity measured by a gyro sensor.
Once the OBU detects hazardous events, both VTV and VTI wireless communications are used to transmit data to the TMC. VTI communications handle the delivery of data from vehicles to RSE. Vehicles within the VTI communication range transmit event data directly to RSE. Vehicles outside the VTI communication range transmit event data to adjacent vehicles through VTV communications. When no adjacent vehicles within communication range are equipped with an OBU, a vehicle traveling in the opposite direction can transmit the data.
The proposed system allows TMC operators to make useful traffic management decisions for segments that have hazardous events at relatively high frequencies. The decisions made can be applied in two ways: for real-time applications and for offline planning-level applications. Real-time applications include validation of whether a crash is about to occur by observation of closed-circuit television, control of traffic flow with speed management tools, and the dispatching of maintenance or emergency vehicles. The users of the proposed system can also archive recorded hazardous event data and use them as a basis to recommend policies to enhance traffic safety. Examples include identification of black spots, assessment of the effectiveness of safety countermeasures, and evaluation of road safety.
METHODOLOGY Data Collection
Detailed vehicle maneuvering data are required to develop an algorithm for detection of HDEs. A customized inertial measurement unit (IMU) consisting of a GPS receiver, an accelerometer, and a gyro sensor was developed and installed on a probe vehicle. Vehicle position and speed data are available from the GPS. HDEs are captured with an accelerometer and gyro sensor in the IMU. Angular velocity and three-axis acceleration data can be obtained from the gyro sensor and the accelerometer of the IMU, respectively. The x-axis represents the direction in which the vehicle is moving, which is the longitudinal direction. x-axis measurements are used to determine acceleration and deceleration, which lead to information on the longitudinal movement and rolling of the vehicle. y-axis measurements are used to capture the lateral movement of the vehicle. z-axis measurements correspond to the vertical direction. Sensor data are collected and recorded every 1/10 s on a laptop computer connected to the sensors. Figure 2a shows the equipment used for data collection.
Data collection was conducted on a 1-km tangent roadway section. Because this study deals with HDEs, collection of the data in an actual driving environment in the field would be dangerous and so the roadway section was not open to the public during the experiments. The segment has three lanes and is near Hanyang University in Ansan, South Korea.
Three participants in their late twenties drove the instrumented probe vehicle according to a set of driving scenarios that was prepared in advance for the data collection experiments. The driver of a probe vehicle was asked to make a set of predefined HDEs at different speeds, including 50, 70, and 90 km/h for acceleration, lane changes, and zigzag driving and 30, 40, and 50 km/h for turning. The events were used to consider the severity of unsafe maneuvers at different speeds. Each participant drove the vehicle five times to collect data.
In this study, HDEs were classified into two groups: longitudinal events and transversal events. Longitudinal events included abrupt changes. Obvious distinctions between normal driving and abnormal HDEs were observed, indicating that the potential to detect unsafe events on the basis of analysis of the sensor data is relatively high. The sign of the lateral angular velocity indicates the direction of vehicle movement. A positive sign indicates that the driver turned the wheel to the right. A negative sign indicates that the driver turned the wheel to the left.
Detection of Hazardous Driving Events
The proposed detection algorithm for HDEs consists of two modules. The first captures longitudinal HDEs, which include sudden stops or departures and acceleration or deceleration. The algorithm detects dangerous sudden stops by analyzing vehicle speed and acceleration data. The algorithm detects unsafe deceleration or acceleration by comparing an observed longitudinal acceleration value [ax(i)] with given limit thresholds, Upper ax and Lower ax . The limits represent normal driving behavior. Moreover, a threshold value representing the status of a vehicle (stop_V), such as moving or not moving, is applied to classify unsafe events.
The second module is used to capture transversal HDEs. These events include abrupt turning, an abrupt lane change, and zigzag driving. The lateral angular velocity, which is called the yaw rate (YR), is used to capture these maneuvers. Several parameters on the magnitude of the yaw rate [YR(i)] are used to classify turning, a lane change, and zigzag driving. Abrupt unsafe turning is detected by upper and lower limits, Upper turn and Lower turn , respectively. The upper threshold is used to detect right turns, and the lower threshold is used to detect left turns. Abrupt lane changes are detected by upper and lower limits, Upper YR_lane , and Lower YR_lane , respectively, which classify a lane change either as normal or as abrupt.
Because zigzag driving represents cyclic behavior in the change in yaw rates, a parameter for the time interval threshold for detection of zigzag events (TCV zig1 ) is included to capture a single zigzag event, in addition to its upper and lower limits. The algorithm also has a parameter to represent the time differences between two zigzag events (TCV zig2 ). The warning information is triggered when the frequency of zigzags detected within TCV zig2 is more than a predefined value [a threshold for detecting successive multiple zigzag events (NCV)].
Once abrupt lane change and zigzag driving behaviors are detected, the algorithm attempts to determine the severity of the HDE. The determination of severity can be further classified on the basis of whether the lane change is a single lane change or a double lane change. Zigzagging within a lane and zigzagging between lanes can also be identified in a similar fashion. This study adopted a support vector machine classifier for the severity classifications. The support vector machine, originally proposed by Vapnik, is a well-known robust classifier that is widely used in the field of pattern recognition (13) . Figure 4 provides an overview of the proposed detection algorithm.
To fully operate the proposed algorithm, a total of 10 parameters is required. Among these, TCV zig1 , TCV zig2 , and NCV are defined by the user (values of 6 s, 6 s, and 3, respectively, were applied in this study), and others should be determined to maximize the performance of detecting unsafe events. Table 1 describes the parameters. To select optimal parameter values, the Bayes decision theory, which minimizes the probability of classification error, was used. More details on the determination of threshold values can be found in the literature (14) . In total, 232 HDEs were used to establish a data set for the development and evaluation of the performance of the algorithm. The data set included 29 right turns, 30 left turns, 40 single-lane changes, 44 double-lane changes, 45 cases of zigzagging within a lane, and 44 cases of zigzagging between lanes. For each unsafe event type, 50% of the data was used for development of the algorithm and the remaining 50% was used for the performance evaluation. A cross-validation method was applied to the evaluation to overcome the limitation of the small data set. The overall performance for the rate of correct classification by the detection algorithm was 92.3%.
Development of Safety Monitoring Index
This study developed an index to quantify the level of safety on a highway segment by use of the HDEs detected. A total of six different types of HDEs were used to derive the index, referred to as the safety monitoring index (SMI) in this study. SMI is based on individual vehicle maneuvers made while driving. Therefore, higher SMI values are obtained when vehicles traveling on a highway make more hazardous events. By extension, higher SMI values indicate a higher potential for crash occurrences on the segment. The SMI can be computed by aggregation of the HDEs detected on a segment during a given time interval, as follows: To determine the weighting values of HDEs, this study used an AHP for the prioritization of hazardous events. The main objective from the use of AHP is to derive an SMI that can more effectively and systematically reflect the engineering judgment of traffic safety experts. AHP is widely used for decision making for multiple criteria and was originally proposed by Saaty (15) . AHP allows the quantitative evaluation of qualitative alternatives by use of a ratio scale (16) .
The first step in the application of an AHP is construction of a hierarchy structure. Next, experts participating in an evaluation are asked to grade the relative importance of given pairwise alternatives, and pairwise comparisons are made for the prioritization. A 9-point scale for evaluation of the relative importance was used in the AHP and ranged from 1 (of equal importance) to 9 (of absolutely more importance) (17) . In this study, relative importance is defined as a higher crash potential. Finally, a consistency investigation was conducted to exclude inconsistent expert responses from the final evaluation.
A positive reciprocal matrix, A = (a ij ), such that a ii (which is the diagonal of the matrix and which is equal to 1) and a ij (which is the importance of HDE i over HDE j) is equal to 1/a ji (where a ji is the importance of HDE j over HDE i) for all i, j ≤ n (where n is the number of HDEs being compared with one set of pairwise comparisons), represents the outcome for each pairwise comparison made: 
where RI is the random CI that is obtained from the CI value for randomly generated matrices. The response of the expert is considered consistent when CR is less than 10%. In other words, the AHP has 10% inconsistency in human judgment (19) . More detailed methodological descriptions can be found elsewhere (15) (16) (17) (18) (19) . A survey questionnaire was conducted to derive weighting values for each HDE by the AHP. Thirty traffic safety experts, including 23 males and seven females, participated in the survey. Each participant was asked to evaluate the relative importance of the six HDEs defined in this study. The HDEs included two longitudinal events, including sudden acceleration and sudden deceleration, and four lateral events, including an abrupt lane change, abrupt turning, zigzagging within a lane (ZWL), and zigzagging between lanes (ZBL). The weight values are presented in Table 2 .
Zigzagging between lanes was identified as the most hazardous event, as it showed the highest weight value of 0.297. The high weight reflects the potential for multivehicle crashes associated with zigzagging between lanes. An abrupt lane change showed the second greatest weight value. In contrast, the sudden acceleration event presented the lowest weight value of 0.045. Therefore, the proposed SMI can be described as follows. Various factors affect the occurrence of HDEs in practice. These include the geometric conditions of the roadway, such as sharp curves and limited sight distance; traffic conditions, such as shock waves because of the occurrence of an incident; and weather conditions, such as unexpected strong wing and fog. Although concrete reasons for changes in SMIs may not be identified, relative comparisons of SMIs for each road section can be conducted to evaluate the level of safety. In addition, it is expected that the analysis of historical data for SMI and HDE allows identification of locations, times, and traffic conditions that are prone to crashes. More detailed descriptions on the application of the proposed methodology are presented in the following sections.
FIELD IMPLEMENTATION Test Bed
The proposed system was implemented in a test bed that has been located in the city of Namyangju, South Korea, since June 20, 2011 . An approximately 4.5-km stretch of an urban highway is equipped with six sets of RSE for VTI, ITI, and ITC communications. More details on in-vehicle equipment and RSE can be found in the literature (20) . On the basis of ITC communications, the HDEs detected are transmitted to the city TMC. Fifty probe vehicles are also equipped with OBUs to detect HDEs and transmit HDEs to adjacent RSE. For VTV and VTI communications, an IEEE 802.11p communication device for wireless access in a vehicular environment was used in this study: it is a modified version of the IEEE 802.11a device that uses a 5-GHz band. The maximum range of wireless communication is approximately 1.0 km with a 27-megabyte-per-second data transmission rate. The system enables ad hoc multi hopping to transmit warning information messages between vehicles. Ethernet communication based on the IEEE 802.3 standard was applied for ITC communications. A 10Base-T method, which supports 10-megabyteper-second Ethernet communication, was used. Detailed information on the wireless communication solution, including the protocols used in this study, is available elsewhere (21) (22) (23) (24) . A variety of test scenarios were studied to enhance the performance of the methodology, namely, by use of a focus on efforts to enhance the accuracy of HDE detection and the reliability of information and wireless communication capabilities.
Data Analysis
A log data analysis was conducted to evaluate and verify the reliability of the proposed system in the test bed. Log data analysis consists of four parts: information generation, information messaging, information provision, and data utilization. Table 3 shows the evaluation methods and the results of log data analysis for a 3-month period (December 2011 to February 2012). The log data analysis produced promising results that met the predefined functional requirements. More detailed background information on the evaluation method and results can be found in the literature (25) . Information about HDEs that is transmitted from the field is aggregated into various time units, such as minutes, days, weeks, and months. HDEs are also aggregated for direction of travel by segment. The initial aggregation setting for real-time monitoring is 1 min; other aggregation settings are used to obtain historical archived data. In general, higher frequencies of HDEs are observed under severely unsafe Note: Data represent relative importance when event in subhead in each column has a value of 1.00. SA = sudden acceleration; SD = sudden deceleration; AL = abrupt lane change; AT = abrupt turning.
conditions. SMI, which is estimated on the basis of the frequency of HDEs, is used to monitor the safety of the road. The classification of traffic conditions is of interest for more effective monitoring of the traffic stream through the use of the proposed SMI. Criteria representing levels of safety have the potential to better support the decision making of TMC operators than SMI values. This study thus classified traffic conditions into three groups representing different levels of safety: normal, cautious, and dangerous. In this case, the question of how threshold values should be derived for categorization of SMIs arises. A simple approach for determination of these values is cluster analysis. Cluster analysis divides data into several groups so that the objects in the same cluster are more similar to each other than to the objects in the other clusters (26) . Thresholds from the result of cluster analysis were used to classify traffic conditions into the three groups representing different levels of safety.
The result from K-means clustering, which is a well-known partitioning method (27) , found that threshold values of 2.5 and 8.2 differentiated normal and cautious traffic conditions and cautious and dangerous traffic conditions, respectively. However, the approach based on cluster analysis provides only an initial setting for operation of the system. These values should be further tuned to improve the reliability of monitoring of the traffic stream for safety. A feasible method is to analyze the relationship between SMIs and crash data through the use of long-term monitoring and analysis so that unsafe conditions that are identified can be highly associated with actual crash occurrences. Sufficient crash data to be matched with SMI data also need to be collected.
System Outputs and User Interface
An innovative feature of the proposed system is that it provides measurements that can be used to identify the crash risk on the road. To support the full implementation of the system in practice, this study designed two different types of user interfaces that use real-time monitoring and historical data archival environments. A set of software programs working on a TMC server was developed to monitor and manage the data. Figure 5 shows snapshots of the monitoring displays and relevant descriptions.
In a real-time environment, as shown in Figure 5a , a dynamic change in SMIs is observed over time. Therefore, traffic operators can readily identify unsafe traffic conditions for each segment. The SMI displays are updated at 1-min intervals. Another feature is that system users can define the threshold values for classification of the risk levels of traffic conditions. The thresholds obtained from K-means clustering presented in the previous section were applied as the initial settings. The types and frequencies of HDEs can also be obtained and updated at 1-min intervals.
A feasible application of the information from this monitoring is provision of real-time traffic safety information to drivers. From the perspective of traffic safety, effective warning messages would increase the attentiveness of drivers, which would help them avoid crashes. When the observed SMIs exceed a predefined critical value, variable message signs could be used to display warning messages. For example, when the SMIs obtained indicate that traffic conditions are severely unsafe for consecutive 3-min time periods, warning messages could be triggered. More research on effective contents of warning messages should be conducted.
In addition to real-time monitoring, historical data can be archived, as shown in Figure 5b . Both the frequency of each HDE and the SMIs for each segment of the test bed highway can be monitored and analyzed, as shown in Figure 5c . Once system users input date and time parameters, corresponding HDE and SMI measurements can be archived so that historical patterns can be readily identified. The outcomes of the proposed system can be used to analyze traffic conditions before or after a crash, and this analysis can inform managers of countermeasures effective for the prevention of crash occurrences. In this case, HDE and SMI data stored in a database in the TMC are archived and further analyzed through the use of reported crash data. Another possible application would be the use of the data as a resource to identify crash-prone locations in a more active manner rather than after crashes actually occur. Further research is required to exploit the benefits of the proposed system.
CONCLUSION
A variety of traffic surveillance and monitoring systems have been developed and operated in TMCs. Useful traffic data, such as volume, speed, occupancy, and travel times, are available. In addition to infrastructure-based detection systems that include inductive loops, videos, and radars, the use of probe vehicle-based surveillance systems on the road network has also been widely expanded.
A drawback of current surveillance and monitoring systems is that they provide only limited access to the traffic data that represent the operational efficiency of traffic performance. The benefits of a system that enables assessment of safety-related traffic parameters in real time are potentially invaluable, and such systems constitute an area of emerging research interest. With such systems, more active and effective traffic control and information strategies that make the traffic stream safer could be implemented with greater effect. As a consequence, these strategies could contribute to the significant reduction in the incidence of traffic crashes on roadways. This study was motivated by the need for such a useful surveillance system. The main novel feature of the proposed system compared with existing surveillance systems lies in its ability to detect hazardous driving maneuvers that have the potential to lead to crashes. The system developed in this study, HEAVEN, is capable of detecting drivers' unsafe driving behavior through the use of an in-vehicle sensor and transmission of the event data detected to the TMC through vehicular networks. The main issues addressed in the paper are the development of an algorithm for the detection of HDEs through the use of in-vehicle sensor data, the derivation of a new index representing the level of risk to the traffic stream on the basis of analyses of the hazardous events detected, and field implementation of the proposed system in a test bed. Data collection, analysis, and algorithm development were conducted through the use of a customized IMU consisting of a GPS receiver, accelerometer, and gyro sensor. An AHP was adopted to quantify the qualitative evaluation of HDEs by traffic safety experts. In addition, an index representing risk level was derived from the analysis of HDEs. The proposed system was implemented in a test bed in Namyangju, South Korea. Extensive feedback focused on the results of evaluations and related lessons learned has been sought to enhance the reliability of HEAVEN.
Although HEAVEN provides invaluable measurements of traffic safety at present, further research is required to exploit the benefits of the system more fully. Research should first focus on enhancement of the performance of the detection algorithm. In addition to the six hazardous events considered in this study, additional significant hazardous events leading to crash occurrence should be further defined and detected. For example, vehicle interactions, including car-following and lane-changing events, also need to be considered to define hazardous events and develop the risk index.
The parameters associated with the algorithm have been calibrated on the basis of the data collected from passenger probe cars. Larger sets of data obtained with various vehicle types should be prepared for the calibration. A more sophisticated way of determining parameter values could also be devised. For example, a method to determine thresholds adaptively would contribute to greater system reliability.
The second area of effort required is the determination of cutoff values for SMIs. Historical crash data and the corresponding SMI patterns need to be matched, and the relationship between them should be investigated to derive reliable cutoff values. Ongoing attempts to discover better indices should be made. Finally, the capability of wireless communications, including communication range and multihopping, needs to be enhanced to provide seamless data surveillance and reduce the latency of information.
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